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Figure 1: Image deformation based on the multicage using GPU in realtime. The multicage has 4 polygons with 68 vertices(ignoring the
image bounding box), two of which are embedded in one. (a) is the original image, we set the ROI by the multicage in (b) and deform the
image in (c). (d) is as the same as (c) with the multicage removed for better observation. Region 1 and 2 marked in blue in (b) are enclosed
by polygons which will preserve the features when the peripheral polygons deformed. Region 3 and 4 marked in blue in (c) are the deformed
results of region 1 and 2, with tiny automatical adjustments of the feature by our algorithm. The “ two lotus” image size is 1024 ∗ 768.

Abstract

As a linear blending method, cage-based deformation is widely
used in various applications of image and geometry processing. In
most cases especially in the interactive mode, deformation based
on embedded cages does not work well as some of the coefficients
are not continual and make the deformation discontinuous, which
means existing “spring up” phenomenon. However, it’s common
for us to deform the ROI(Region of Interest) while keeping local
part untouched or with only small adjustments. In this paper, we
design a scheme to solve the above problem. A multicage can be
generated manually or automatically, and the image deformation
can be adjusted intelligently according to the local cage shape to
preserve important details. On the other hand, we don’t need to
care about the pixels’ position relative to the multicage. All the
pixels go through the same process, and this will save a lot of time.
We also design a packing method for cage coordinates to pack all
the necessary coefficents into one texture. A vertex shader can be
used to accelerate the deformation process, leading to realtime de-
formation even for large images.
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1 Introduction

Image deformation has a lot of methods to be used, in which linear
blending and corresponding variants are the most practical as the
high speed deformation. For a typical linear blending method, the
point on the object is transformed by a linear combination of affine
transformations. The user only needs to construct a few handles
and then manipulate them to control the shape. Free-form deforma-
tion belongs to linear blending methods, but the regular structure
restriction makes the control of concave objects complicated. Al-
though skeleton-based deformations can provide natural control for
object with rigid limbs, they are less convenient for flexible regions.
Cage-based interactive space deformation is booming as it can de-
form a significant portion of the object, leading to easy bulging and
thinning of ROI(Region Of Interest). The cage can be constructed
interactively or manually in advance, and the object vertices are
represented as linearly combinations of cage vertices (may be also
with edge or face normals). The weights of the combination can
be computed before the deformation and associate with the object
vertices, which can be called ‘binding’ process. During the pose
time, i.e. the period that a user manipulates the cage vertices to de-
form the object, the weights are fixed and using the cage vertices’
position to generate the deformed object.

Unfortunately, most cage-based method doesn’t deal with the em-
bedding cases very well, especially for the interactive deformation.
Focusing on the situation in 2D case as shown in Fig.1, where the
region is split by some embedded polygons(i.e. 2D cage) which we
called ‘multicage’, when we move the cage vertices interactively,
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we hope all the region will deform smoothly as long as the moving
is reasonable(no overmuch changes that leading to overlap or cage
intersection). Every isolated part should not go beyond its bound-
ary to make sure the deformations are cage-aware, or else the cage
can’t have a leading meaning for the deformation. For ideal state,
the cage should also be generated interactively to satisfy the special
needs of the users.

In this paper, we study the case and propose a method to keep
each isolated region details smoothly during the pose time. We
also provide a packing method for the weights in order to warping
the large image in realtime on GPU. Previous acceleration methods
don’t pack the weights, leading to many textures to be set during the
preprocess. As the number of textures has limits for most display
card, this confines the cage vertices’ numbers. Using our method,
the weights are packed into a regular single texture and can be ad-
dressed quickly during the rendering time. The multicage can have
hundreds of vertices for medium sized images, and dozens of ver-
tices for large images, which mainly depend on the memory.

Our contribution can be listed as follows:

• A novel scheme for warping images based on embedded
cages. The deformation is cage-aware conforming to the em-
bedded cages. All the pixels will go through the same process,
having no bearing on their positions to the multicage.

• A new packing method for cage coordinates to deform images
on GPU in real time.

Our technique can be applied to intelligent image warping and an-
imation. The content of the image will be adjusted intuitively and
automatically. GPU is used for generating realtime intuitive cage-
based deformation. Based on our method, any possible image warp-
ing result can be easily achieved by using different multicages on
the deformed image repeatedly.

2 Related work

Plenty of methods can compute high-quality shape-preserving de-
formations based on the selected handles, having the form of points
[Bookstein 1989], lines [Beier and Neely 1992] or bones[Weber
et al. 2007], and polygon grids [MacCracken and Joy 1996]. Users
modify the positions and orientations of handles interactively to
achieve an intuitive deformation. The handles can be on the surface
of the targets [Igarashi et al. 2005; Botsch et al. 2006; Sorkine and
Alexa 2007; Botsch and Sorkine 2008], or can be extended to other
off-surface handles[Botsch et al. 2007]. The deformation is heav-
ily rely on optimization at pose time, and most mentioned methods
above are non-linear which recede the efficiency and make them
too slow for deforming high-resolution images or objects.

Using a weighted blend of handle transformation, the computation
can be fast at pose time. Schaefer et al. [2006] use linear com-
bination of Moving Least Squares (MLS) for image warping, and
the deformation time is linear proportional to the number of sam-
ple grid vertices. Weng et al. [2008] deform images on GPU for
real-time performance based on the sketch, whose selection may be
troublesome for users.

Cage-based methods can also be seen as a handle-deformation tech-
nique, in which the handles are the cage vertices. This is essen-
tially a kind of linear blend skinning methods[Magnenat-Thalmann
et al. 1988], where the handle(cage vertex) transformations are re-
stricted to be translations. The core for cage-based method is how
to choose the weights in order to make the deformation smooth.
Many feasible ways have been proposed including Mean Value Co-
ordinates(MVC)[Floater 2003; Hormann and Floater 2006; Ju et al.

Figure 2: 2D Multicage demonstration. (a) a single polygon, (b)
4 polygons with embedding and neighboring, (c) 2 polygons with
intersect edges. (a) and (b) are multicages while (c) is not.

2005; Floater et al. 2005; Lipman et al. 2007], Harmonic Coor-
dinates(HC) [Derose and Meyer 2006; Joshi et al. 2007], Green
Coordinates(GC) [Lipman et al. 2008], and complex barycentric
coordinates(CBC) and its variants [Weber et al. 2009; Ben-Chen
et al. 2009]. Jacobson et al. [2011] develop linear blending weights
that produce smooth and intuitive deformations using many kinds of
handles including points, bones and cages. However, all the above
methods don’t display interactive image deformation for the em-
bedded cages case in their work, as this is a troublesome problem,
which will be solved by this paper.

Once the weights for cages are obtained, they will keep fixed
during the whole deformation. Real time deformation can be
achieved based on GPU, which is used for general purpose com-
putation[Luebke et al. 2004; Göddeke 2005]. Meng et al.[2009]
design a framework for the implementation of cage-based image
deformation method on GPU. Their method are limited by the num-
ber of cage vertices because of needing many unpacked textures.

Our work solves the embedded cages image deformation, and re-
move the limited number for cage vertices on GPU. Section 3 gives
the concrete process for embedded cage image deformation, and
section 4 shows the packing algorithm.

3 Multicage Deformation

In this section, we first give the definition of ‘multicage’ for the
image, and then show the pipeline to compute the coefficients of
the pixels relative to the multicage.

3.1 Definition of Multicage in 2D

A cage is a low polygon-count polyhedron that has a similar shape
to the enclosed object. The genus of the cage can be nonzero, mean-
ing that the cage can have a “hole”. Multi-cage is a series of inde-
pendent closed polygons in 2D with disjoint edges, i.e. the edges of
any two cages have no intersection. The polygons may be embed-
ded each other, or be neighbors, and can be concave(Fig.2). The
main difference between the cage and the multicage is that many
cages can construct a multicage, and we treat each closed poly-
gons(not the cage) independently rather than as a whole entity.

Most cage-based image deformation use only one cage to deform.
This is practical for the images with simple background. During the
deformation, contents in the cage are only affected by the enclosed
cage. However, the following facts during the image deformation
process can’t be ignored: all the pixels may have special meaning
with each other in the image especially for those with complicated
contents, therefore deforming any region of the image will affect
all the other pixels, some of which may have merely suffered unde-
tectable changes as the distances from the ROI to the pixels are far.
On the other hand, there are some special regions which we may
want to keep untouched or with only a little modification despite
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Figure 3: The direction of polygons in the multicage.

the fact that the deformed region is close, as these special regions
have some features that we want to keep.

The situation mentioned above can be dealt with based on the mul-
ticage which is generated interactively, and no explicit deformed
information needs to be prescribed by the user. The generation
process for a multicage is as follows: for embedded polygons, the
outermost layer should be anti-clockwise. The second outermost
layer should be clockwise, the third should be anti-clockwise, and
so on(Fig.3). This pattern guarantees the signs of the cage coeffi-
cients for the simply connected regions, which in turn makes the
deformation smooth, or else the ”spring up” will appear during the
deformation.

3.2 Computing the coefficients of multicage vertices

In order to deforming the image, we transformed the image into a
mesh, with each pixel represents one mesh vertices, and four square
pixels adjacent with each other are connected as two triangles. Dur-
ing the warping, the vertices’ colors are fixed as the originals, with
only positions changed. The color of each face is interpolated us-
ing the vertices’ colors and the process is achieved automatically
by hardware.

For smooth deformation, each pixel will be represented as a lin-
ear combination of the multicage vertices. For a multicage with m
vertices, the weights ωj for one pixel p must satisfy the following
equation:

argminωj ,j=1,··· ,m

m∑
j=1

∫
Ω

‖Δωj‖2dV (1)

subject to:

ωj |Hk = δjk (2)

ωj |F is linear ∀F ∈ FC (3)
m∑

j=1

ωj(p) = 1∀p ∈ Ω (4)

where FC is the set of all multicage faces (i.e. edges of the poly-
gons in 2D case). Hk is the k−th handle(multicage vertex), δjk is

Figure 4: “Butterfly” deformation comparison. (1) and (2) are the
original image and result image repectively using only one polygon
for deformation, while (3) and (4) using the multicage. The exterior
polygon in (3) is the same as in (1) and deformed to the same state
as shown in (2) and (4). We can see that the region in the interior
polygon are kept well in (4). The image size is 800 ∗ 600.

Kronecker’s delta, and Ω denotes the domain enclosed by the given
shape(i.e. the image plane in the 2D case).

The mesh vertices’ position can be linear combination of the mul-
ticage vertices’ position, and the coefficients can be computed in
various ways [Floater 2003; Ju et al. 2005; Joshi et al. 2007; Lip-
man et al. 2007; Lipman et al. 2008; Weber et al. 2009]. We use the
concept ”cage coordinates”[Meng et al. 2009] or ”CC” for short to
represent all the available coefficients for the cage-based deforma-
tion.

Once the multicage is given, traditional methods will try to clas-
sify the pixels into three types for CC computation: IN CAGE,
ON CAGE, and OUT CAGE. Polygon scan conversion algorithm
can be used for the classification, and the process is more compli-
cated in the embedded cases.

However, for those cage coordinates that are infinitely differentiable
in and out of cages, the position of the pixel relative to the multicage
don’t need to be recognized. Considering the case that a point is in
the plane with a multicage, different multicage vertices will have
different impacts depending on the shape and position of the poly-
gons. As long as their impacts are all smooth, the combination of
them will still be smooth. What we need to do is to make sure that
the sum of coefficients should satisfy Equ.4. Furthermore, in order
to keep the image to be rectangle, we use image bounding box as
constraints as in [Meng et al. 2009], which is a clockwise polygon
belonging to the multicage(the black line in Fig.3).

The description of the computation flow is given by Algorithm 1.
The computation of coefficients of x relative to p depends on the
different choices for weights. The weights should satisfy the condi-
tion that C1 at the multicage vertices and C∞ everywhere else. Not
all the cage-based methods satisfy the conditions: MVC and HC are
good while GC and CBC are not, as when using GC or CBC for de-
formation, the ROI may be out of the polygons which indicates that
they are not continuous when across cage edges. Readers can refer
[Hormann and Floater 2006; Derose and Meyer 2006; Lipman et al.
2008; Weber et al. 2009] for the above coordinates respectively to
get the concrete computation process. When all the weights are
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Algorithm 1 Computing CC base on the multicage
Associate each pixel x in the image with an array CCx of length
c.
/* c is the number of multicage vertices*/.
base = 0;
for all polygon p with i vertices in the multicage do

for all pixel x in the image do
Compute the coefficients of x relative to p to fill
CCx[base, base + i − 1].

end for
base = base + i;

end for
for all pixel x in the image do

Normalize CCx to make
∑c

j=0 CCx[j] = 1.
end for

obtained, we can use them for deformation.

Using the scheme we given above, the region in the closed
cage(may be with non-zero genus) will not change out of the cage
when only the peripheral polygons deformed, which in turn keeps
local details well(Fig.4), as long as the peripheral deformed poly-
gons don’t suffer overlap warping which is unreasonable. More-
over, most cage-based methods require the coefficients should be
non-negative:

0 ≤ ωj(p) ≤ 1, j = 1, · · · , m,∀p ∈ Ω (5)

as negative weights lead to unintuitive handle influences. In our
case, we found negative weights may lead to meaningful results.
In Fig.5, the outer “big” polygon in Fig.5.(d) is the same as in
Fig.5.(a). In Fig.5.(b) and Fig.5.(e), the “big” polygon is deformed
to the same position, mainly in the left part. The coefficients of the
pixels in the “small” polygon is negative relative to the “big” poly-
gon of the multicage in Fig.5.(d), and the deformation will move
the pixel to the opposite position of the “large” polygon, as shown
in the blue circle. Fig.5.(c) and Fig.5.(f) are the deformed results
which have removed the deformed polygons for better observation.
We can see that the petal in the “small” polygon are preserved better
in multicage in Fig.5.(f) as our expection than the ones in Fig.5.(c)
which using only one cage for deformation.

4 Cage Coordinates Packing

The coefficients of the cage for each pixels keep fixed during the
whole deformation process once they are computed based on the
initial multicage. In order to accelerate the deformation, we can
send them to GPU as textures. Currently, float type are extendedly
supported and no special treat need to be made even though the
coefficients are less than 0. [Meng et al. 2009] gives a workflow
for acceleration on GPU, but need too many textures. If the number
of cage vertices is more than 64, then we need 16 or more textures
which may not be supported by most display cards as this exceeds
the limit of the hardware.

Our deformation acceleration is based on the framework of [Meng
et al. 2009], with packing the CC into one texture to remove the
confine. In order to make the texture as square as possible to save
the graphic memory, the texture size is defined as follows:

For an image I with m × n(m > n) pixels, if the number of mul-
ticage vertices is c, then the width w of the texture is:

w = �(
√

�c/4� ∗ 	m/n
)� ∗ m (6)

Figure 6: The texture size is 5120 ∗ 3072. The last 2 blocks are
grey as they are empty. Note that the 0 value corresponding to the
“grey” color after the linear transformation.

and the height h of the texture is:

h = �(�c/4�/
√

�c/4� ∗ 	m/n
)� ∗ n (7)

Here,�.� and 	.
 are the ceil function and the floor function re-
spectively. The upper two equations are quite suitable for those
images with m > n. If m < n, we just exchange m and n, also
w and h correspondingly. In a nutshell, the texture is composed of
matrix blocks, and each block has the same size with the original
image size.

After we transmit this texture into GPU, the addressing in the tex-
ture for a pixel of the original image have the following rules: for a
pixel with (x, y) in the image with m ∗ n size, the coefficients on
the texture are the all the RGBA values with coordinates(x + k ∗
m,y + l ∗n), in which k, l are integers,k = 0, 1, · · · , l = 0, 1, · · · ,
and x+k ∗m <= w, y+ l ∗n <= h, w and h are give in Equ. (6)
and Equ. (7). Each channel represents one coefficient value which
is corresponding to a multicage vertex. For the reason that some
values of the coefficients may be less than 0, we can’t display the
packing texture directly by image. But as all the coefficients are
between −1 and 1, we can make a simply linear transformation to
generate the image for intuitive observation.

Fig.6 shows the packed cage coordinates texture. Using the above
packing method, the last few blocks may be empty(i.e. all the
RGBA channel of the blocks are zero), but this will have no in-
fluence for the computation on GPU, as GPU will not address this
part during the deformation computation.

As the multicage is generated interactively, the vertex shader pro-
gram will be generated automatically based on the multicage in the
subsequent process before the deformation. Different multicages
define different vertex shader programs, and the vertex shader pro-
gram will not be changed unless a new multicage is used.

5 Implementation

All the tests are on the PC which has an Intel Core i5 2.67GHz
CPU, together with an nV idiaGTX470 GPU and 4G of RAM.

The generation of multicage is mainly based on the user’s selection,
which allows more flexible control for the deformation. Using the
multicage and our algorithm, we can finish some meaningful im-
age warping process(Fig.7). We can keep the local details while
deforming the peripheral region(Fig.8), or we can make the local
deformation affects less area of the peripheral region(Fig.9).
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Figure 5: (a), (b) and (c) use one cage for deformation, while (d), (e) and (f) use a multicage for deformation. (a) and (d) are the initial state.
The region in the blue circle is the mainly deformed part which can be detected. The petal in the blue circle are preserved better in (f) than in
(c). The image size is 500 ∗ 333.

Figure 7: Rectified “Pisa” tower. The left is the original and the right one is the result. The middle two images show the selected multicage
and its deformation respectively. Note that the lamp post before the tower is kept well, which is still as straight as the original. The image
size is 701 ∗ 525.

Table 1: Statistics of our tests.

Image Image size Multicage vertex number Use GPU
Preprocessing time Updating time

two lotus 1024 ∗ 768 68 9.034s less than 0.001s
butterfly 800 ∗ 600 44 3.478s less than 0.001s

lotus 500 ∗ 333 40 1.147s less than 0.001s
tower 375 ∗ 500 35 1.135s less than 0.001s
head 701 ∗ 525 29 1.465s less than 0.001s

heart-reflector 1000 ∗ 701 41 3.864s less than 0.001s
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Figure 8: Deform the “head” on a car. (a) is the original, (b) and (c) show a single cage position and its deformed result based on the cage.
Here we don’t show the final cage for better observation. A new polygon is added in (d) to construct a multicage, compared to (b). Now we
deform the head by moving the ’big polygon’ to the same position as in (c), we get the result as (e). We can see that the face is kept better
after we use the multicage. The image size is 701 ∗ 525.

Table 1 shows the statistics of our tests. As different cage coordi-
nates will lead to the different computation time of CC, we don’t
give statistics time for CC computation. From the table, we can see
that the time for preprocessing on GPU is proportional to the ver-
tices numbers of the multicage and the image size, but this will not
exceed 10 seconds in our examples. The interactive deformation is
real time after the preprocessing.

For the packing method, we found that [Meng et al. 2009] method
can’t work for the cases when the number of multicage vertices is
over 60, which means the image ‘two lotus’ deformation can’t be
executed as it has 68 multicage vertices. The limit number is de-
pendent on the display card, and may be smaller for some low per-
formance ones, while our GPU acceleration method doesn’t have
such limit based on our packing pattern. We test the case with hun-
dreds of multicage vertices for deforming the image ‘lotus’, and our
method can still work normally.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Aiming to solve the embedded cage image deformation that can’t
be properly dealt with by the previous methods, we successfully
introduce a new scheme that using multicage cage which is gener-
ated interactively to deform images on GPU in real time. A new
packing method for cage coordinates is designed to allow more
multicage vertices to be used for image deformation on GPU. The
experiments verify the effects of our algorithm, which means im-
age deformation based on cages can generate more available results
than previous methods.

On the other hand, the cage generation is still a little bothering for
dozens of clicking. We should generate the multicage based on im-
age segmentation or edge detection, and automatically simplify the
rough boundaries as the multicage. We can simply adjust the mul-
ticage according to our needs, and this will improve user experience
for the image deformation.

We can set multicage vertices’ moving function to create anima-
tion as in [Meng et al. 2009](see the accompany video), and in the
future, we should seek for the technique that sets the multicage’s
moving automatically according to the feature extracted from the
image or the positions of the embedded polygons, leading to more
naturally image deforming results and less setting work. We should
also look for how to use the multicage deformation as constraints
in image resizing or other image processing applications.
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